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About This Game
Secrets of Grindea is an old-school RPG with co-op support for up to 4 players. It is a tribute to and sometimes a parody of the
old SNES games so many of us grew up with and loved! Journey through fantastical lands and battle tons of different enemies
and bosses in your quest for truth, friendship and, above all, finding the world's rarest treasures!

Demo Features
Character customization. Advanced skill trees give you precise control over how your character develops. There are no
caps or specific classes, so the possibilities are endless. On top of this, there’s a wide variety of haircuts, hats and head
gears that will make your character look unique as well.
Co-op support for up to four players! Bring your friends on the adventure, challenge them to any of the mini games in
the arena or why not have them help you out in a difficult dungeon?
Arcade Mode features a unique experience of procedurally generated Action RPG madness, truly putting your skills to
the test. Help build the town of Arcadia by rising to the challenge of this extremely tough mode!
The demo contains the first arc of the Story Mode, and the first three floors of Arcade Mode. Many people spend hours on the
demo features alone, so knock yourself out!
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secrets of grindea demo
To be honest, for an over the top view rpg, im a little impressed by the playability, as well a the story. In ways, it reminds me of
Gaia from super nintendo with the graphics, mixed a little with final fantasy. There are a few bugs, specifically the one where
the enemies are forever spawning, with no slow to the rate at which they do, as well as spawning right on top of you. It is still
very early, so i expect a couple bugs. I would to see where you take this game, and how you continue the story. Good luck!. This
is pretty much a newer version of Secret of Mana lol.
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